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Burj Al-luqluq word
We will not stop, and we will stay in the field …
Over the past long years of community work in Jerusalem, Burj Alluqluq has never wavered to be an active ace in the Jerusalemite
community work within the alleys of the Old City of Jerusalem.
Rather than that, it was a beacon for youth community work,
sports, cultural, and health work.
Over the past eight years this beacon was filled with artistic, cultural
exhibitions and educational courses, moreover “Al Burj tent” was a
stronghold for first aid courses and a sexual, reproductive health
group to maintain a clean and healthy environment. And let�s not
forget the center�s stadiums, which has organized different kinds
of activities and events, the most prominent was the ‘’League
Neighborhoods, Institutions and Schools in Jerusalem the various
educational sports in Jerusalem’’.
“Burj Al-luqluq” kindergarten embraced the children of the Old
City, and its courtyards hold occasions of people in the old city,
and the work of ceramics sparkled and became a milestone for
the center`s self-income, it remained steadfast, fighting in the
heart of Jerusalem. In 2019, we worked in fifty-six public schools
in Jerusalem in the ‘’School Sports Development ‘’Project, we also
worked in eight local youth clubs on the outskirts of Jerusalem as
part of the «Play and Learn» project, and worked on «neighborhood
imprint» project in fifteen neighborhoods to support community
initiatives in neighborhoods, and we worked with more than 2500
pupils and students within «Forsa project» to support students
with school and community initiatives, we also had a proactive role
in supporting entrepreneurs in providing assistance and services
to support them in starting with their project ideas through the
«im» project, and we worked on dozens of youth initiatives within
the youth groups forum, and much more.
In “Burj Al luqluq”, we will never stop and we will continue serving
our community in Jerusalem with the help of our partners and
supports, with the spirit of the one team that is our soul and our
destination to serve Jerusalem.
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About Burj Alluqluq
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Burj Al-luqluq
“Burj Al-Luqluq” was established in 1991,
and since then - nearly thirty years ago-,
it has been providing a variety of services
to the Jerusalemite community within the
walls of the Old City.
“Burj Al-luqluq” which is based on up to
nine acres and owned by two Palestinian
families was named after the Mamluk
ruler «Luqluq».
“Burj Al-luqluq” was attacked by Israeli
settlers in 1989, but a group of patriotic
residents of the Old City bravely countered
these repeated attempts.
The center is the breathing space and
the only safe place for both children and
adults. Therefore, the residents formed
a community committee that announced
it as a sport and social club. Accordingly,
activities started immediately, and The
Burj became an important part of an entire
community in a neighborhood called “Bab
Hutta”. The center was registered legally
and officially in the Union of Charities in
Jerusalem.

Message
“We are a non-profit development association that works to
improve the social, intellectual and psychological reality of children
and youth in Jerusalem in general and in the Old City in particular.”

Vision
An effective association that contributes to achieving a better life,
positive behavior, and deep affiliation with Jerusalemites, who
believe in intellectual and cultural heritage and contribute to the
leadership of society.

Values
Transparency is ... our policy
Credibility is ... our principle
Accountability is ... our power
Professionalism is ... our identity
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General aims of the Burj
Alluqluq Social Center Society
1- Create a safe and healthy play environment for both children and
youth in Bab Hutta neighborhood and the surrounding neighborhoods in the Old City of Jerusalem.
2- Providing a breathtaking and unloading opportunity for adults living in crowded housing units.
3- Developing various programs for youth in the educational, cultural, educational, health, psychological, sports, and recreational levels,
particularly for residents of the old city.
4- Protecting the land from any type of settlement attacks or confiscation in the future and ensuring that it will remain present and available to residents residing in the Old City

Burj Alluqluq Social Center
Society strategic aims
1- Social and educational empowerment
Contributing to improving the level of services provided to citizens,
with a focus on less fortunate regions.
Enhancing the ability of citizens to lead local social and educational
development and implement initiatives for children.
2- Economic empowerment
Contribute to improving the economic situation of youth and women
in Jerusalem in general and the Old City in particular.
Enhancing the ability of citizens to lead local social and educational
development and implement truncated and amputated initiatives
3- Promoting the center›s institutional development (capacity
building)
To achieve the association�s internal quality system.
Promoting financial sustainability in the center.
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Awards and achievements

The Arab Sports
Culture Union award
as the best youth
sports initiative Egypt in 2019.

The ICICO award for
Best Cultural Project
in Jerusalem in 2019.

Stars Foundation
Award first place, in
2015.

Excellence and
Creativity Award
from the Palestinian
Telecommunications
Company - the third
place, 2018.

Achievement
Cooperation
Achievement Award,
2012.

The most active
Jerusalem association
award at Zahret
Al-Madaen Cultural
Festival, 2013.

Yasser Arafat
Foundation award,
2008.
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A list of the official authorities and the coalitions
in which the center is registered

Keeping Children
Safe.

The Palestinian NGO
Network

The Higher Council
for Youth and Sports.

Palestinian Ministry
of the Interior.

Union of Charitable
Societies - Jerusalem

Palestinian Coalition
for Economic and Social
Rights.

The registration of
the Burj Al-Luqluq
ceramic laboratory
in the Palestinian
Ministry of Labor.

Donors

CISP

Cooperation
Foundation

Burj Al luqluq
Community Friends
Society Program

The European Union

Islamic Solidarity
Fund

UNFPA

Community
Development and
Resilience Program
in Jerusalem

Community
Development
Center NDC

Italian Human Land
Association

Time to Read
Foundation

Kuwaitis for
Jerusalem

French consulate

Arab Fund for
Development

The World Bank

UNESCO

Quds University

Stars foundation

Jawal

The Arab Center
for Agricultural
Development

Islamic
Development Bank

British Consulate

CRDP

The Souad alJuffali al-Husayni
Foundation
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Palestinian
Economic Council
for Development
and Reconstruction

The Permanent
National Committee
for Jerusalem
Support

The Higher Council
for Youth and Sports

United Nations
Development
Program - United
Nations Population
Fund

Swedish Consulate

Partners
- Education Directorate - Jerusalem

- YWCA - Jerusalem

- Ministry of Jerusalem Affairs

- Palestinian Counseling Center

- Jerusalemite Governorate

- Pal Sports Network and Agency

- Palestinian Vision Organization (Roaya)

- Al-Meethaq For Human Rights

- Ma›an Center for Community Development

- Palestinian Football Talents Academy

- Al Saraya Center for Community Services

- De La Salle Club - Jerusalem

- The African Community Center

- Fasayil Club - Jerico

- The Union of Charitable societies - Jerusalem

- Al-Quds Club - Jerusalem

- Palestinian Family Planning and Protection Association

- Hilal Al-Quds Club - Jerusalem

- Sharek Youth Forum

- Al-Issawiya Club - Jerusalem

- The International Committee for the Development of - Al-Ansar Club - Jerusalem
Peoples (CISP)

- Jabal Al Mukabber Club

- Terre des Hommes - Italy

- Youth Activities Center - Shuafat Camp

- Arab Center for Agricultural Development

- Al-Bustan Association - Silwan

- Faisal Al-Hussaini Foundation

- Jabal Al-Mukabber High School

- Palestinian non-governmental organizations network - - Juzoor for Health and Social Development
PNGO

- UISP

- Tamer Institute for Community Education

- Amt fur Soziale Arbeit - Wiesbaden wi & you

- Youth Development Department - YDD

- Wadi Al-Joz Girls School

- Save the Children

- Al-Ayytam High School

- Al-Maqdisi for society Development - MSD

- Al-Shabbat Ashhameleh School

- Jerusalem Day Society - Jordan

- Al-Shabbat Al-Muslimat School

- Jerusalem›s sports federations group

- Omar bin Al-Khattab School

- Jerusalem Clubs federations

- Al-Masirah Secondary School

- YMCA - Jerusalem
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Youth Department
1- Live Al Burj Project 3
2- Tefel Maqdisi Mubader 3(The Jerusalemite Initia-

Burj Alluqluq Social Center Society Departments

tive Child Initiative)
3- Burj Al-Watan Project
4- A medic in every house project
5- Burj Alluqluq Social Center Society First Aid and
emergency
6- Community Incubator Project (Women - Youth Children)
7- The voluntary work program

Sports Department
1- Football Department
2- The basketball department
3- Handball section
4- Parkour sport
5- Taekwondo
6- Gymnastics
7- School sport development project
8- we are the change Project
9- Play and Learn Project
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Women and Children
Department
1- We are the change Project

3- Burj al-Luqluq Kindergarten

Department of Education
1- Burj al-Luqluq kindergarten
2- Burj al-Luqluq library
3- Burj Alluqluq Ceramics workshop and training
laboratory
4- Al-Quds University Project
5- We are the change Project

Burj Alluqluq Social Center Society Departments

2- Community Incubator Project
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Burj Alluqluq Social Center Society
projects
Projects and programs implemented by the center in
cooperation with partners
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Tefel Maqdisi Mubader 3 (The Jerusalemite Initiative
Child ) project
A Jerusalemite development awareness project, in which
‘AL Burj’ believes in the importance of the integrative
community institutions role, and the necessity of
redoubling working efforts to reduce the impacts of the
Israeli policies. Therefore, the project targets 150 children
from Jerusalem aged between (16 to 12 years) from six
public and private schools in the most marginalized and
vulnerable to the Judaization policy areas in Jerusalem
which are(the old city and Issawiya), in an attempt to
allow them to build and discover their own and involve
them in the process of community development, and to
work to protect their future in Jerusalem by developing
their life skills. And affirming their belonging and identity
by increasing their knowledge of their reality in addition
to enhancing the importance of volunteering and making
efforts for the desired social change.

6

450

schools

male / female pupils

8

6

foreign tours within
the ambassador guide
program

community school
initiatives

8

4

training events «training
implementation
initiatives»

tours of the old city
within the small guide
program

Achievements of the project:
1- The implementation of school initiatives that had a real impact as it was
originated by pupils, such as the Dar Sidi initiative for the students of Wadi Al-Joz
Girls School
2- Graduating a large number of pupils within the program of the small mentor,
which is of great importance.

50
identity training
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Live the Burj project
A socio-cultural educational project aimed at preserving
cultural and social youth activities in Jerusalem within
the” Visiting Villages and Displaced Palestinian Cities”
program.
The project also contains a program for special training in
arts and photography skills, in addition to forming a group
of girls for the Dabkeh folkloric training, in addition to
organizing art exhibitions for photography trainers and
Jerusalem artists.

25

16

male / female students
in a photography course
for the applicants

male / female students
in a beginners›
photography course

10

30

different art exhibitions
for students

male / female students in
the art course for beginners
and advanced students

8

60

foreign tours within the
«Rahal» program

participants / «Rahhal»
program

5

4

school initiatives

tours of the Old City within
the «Rahal» program

7
success stories

Achievements of the project:
1- The implementation of 5 school initiatives, including the «My Beautiful School»
initiative and the «Wood Engraving Initiative».
2- The establishment of Rahal Group, which has produced several independent
youth groups that are currently working to serve the community in several areas
such as the Phoenix (AL Ankaa) and Elia Group, among others.
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Burj Al Watan Project
This project has been working on for two years aiming to
enhance resilience and stay in the “ Burj al-Luqluq”, which is
threatened with confiscation by the occupation forces, and
this project is implemented by strengthening the human
presence on the land by organizing events and activities,
as well as building special programs for youth and children
that contribute to the promotion of the Palestinian identity
and heritage and the development of artistic, cultural,
athletic and social youth capabilities. Also, the project
focuses on the previous projects that were achieved in the
association by developing young people who got various
training, and support and developing their capabilities, and
transferring them to job opportunities that can benefit
them and contribute to enhancing their role in developing
their families and strengthen their resilience in the city of
Jerusalem.

100

60

70

young men/women
(photography course)

players / Taekwondo
player

players / Parkour

20

20

10

young men/women
(electronic design
course)

players/handball players

players/table tennis
players

10

40

150

different lobbying and
advocacy campaigns

uneducated youth
(positive driving course)

young men/women
(tourist guide course)

10

5

Youth Initiatives
(Jerusalem Youth
Initiative)

tourist guides

Achievements of the project:
1- The center particularly supported the taekwondo and parkour teams, as 120
players were provided with uniforms and tools in the two games.
2- Establishing a team for table tennis, and we succeeded in participating in our
players in the national tennis team camp.
3- 5 young men who received training in the previous programs of the youth guide
are working as tour guides inside schools in the city of Jerusalem.
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«We are the change» project
One of the most important projects implemented by
the center.
This project contributes to strengthening the
steadfastness of Jerusalemites and preserving the
Palestinian characteristic in the city; Through the
social and economic empowerment of marginalized
and vulnerable communities (children-youth
-women) in the Old City of Jerusalem, as well as the
promotion and provision of basic social services, and
the facilitation of employment and small businesses.

100

100

English language skills
participants

Arabic language skills
participants

100

100

participants in Hebrew
skills

math skills participants

200

9

beneficiaries of ceramic
events

female pottery students

240

240

footballers & basketball
players

computer training
participants

375

400

beneficiaries of
psychological counseling

participants in various
art courses

Achievements of the project:
1- Establishing a specialized academy and vocational training workshop to teach
the ceramic industry and the production of handicrafts.
2- 64 children in the kindergarten of Burj al-Luqluq.
3- Weekly psychological support sessions for the women of the old town in the
beacon of the Burj al-Luqluq.
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Play and learn project
Is a sports education project targeting about
500 children from 5 main areas considered to be
marginalized in the city: «Jabal al-Mukabbir camp,
Muhayam Shaafat, al-Isawiya, Silwan, the old city.»
The project is done in collaboration with eight sports
clubs in the mentioned areas. The project focuses on
three main themes. The educational theme has weekly
academic support in the basic subjects that students
need, namely Arabic, English, and mathematics,
IAs for the second theme, the project focuses on
the legal aspect, which is particularly important in
Jerusalem. The project tries to educate children
about their rights, especially regarding detention,
arrest, and prevention of exploitation. Finally, the
sports hub regularly conducts basketball and football
training twice a week.

20

550

Football/basketball
coaches

Children

8

15

Coordinators for eight
clubs in Jerusalem

Teachers (Arabic, English,
(mathematics

1

7

The Coach of Children

open days

Achievements of the project:
1- Implementation of 4 open days with the participation of over 2,000 Children.
2- Sports clubs have been able to develop their sports performance in several ar-

1
Legal training
coordinator

eas.
3- Doubling the participation of females in Sports Clubs in Jerusalem.
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”Community incubator project” (women - youth children)
It is a project funded by the French Consulate that
aims to focus on the discovery of talented young
people, particularly in the old city of Jerusalem and
its surroundings, and to support them by providing
opportunities and possibilities for the development
of their various talents within the framework of public
programs, which concern young men and women
aged between 14 and 18, on topics such as drama and
fine arts. This project has been implemented for the
eighth year.

10

25

women in the training of
soap and creams

courses in human
development

30

10

women in the small
business course

Women in the accessories
Industry course

25

25

Young Men/Women in
the leadership course

young men/women in the
creative thinking course

20

20

Young Men/Women in
Drama

young men/women in
fine arts

20
child Dabke training
«Traditional dance»
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Achievements of the project:
1- Carry out a professional theater performance entitled «Al-Dahak Al-Baki», in
which young men and women perform and scripts.
2- The implementation of the art exhibition (a feather on the sidewalks of Jerusalem) is made by young men and women.
3- Using the Beacon of the” Burj” every week and activating it as an educational
space and a library.

Al Quds University
Within the teamwork with Jerusalem institutions,
especially educational ones in Jerusalem, Burj Al Laqlaq
seeks to enhance cooperation and integration with Al Quds
University, specifically with the facilities and edifices that
belong to the university within the walls of the Old City,
such as the Library of Jerusalem University and the Center
for Jerusalem Studies «Khan Tinakz» and the Center for
Alquds Community Action center.
This is through joint monthly activities that seek to build a
network of relationships between youth groups in general
and Al-Quds University students in particular with AlQuds University, these popular activities, and echoed
in the media and deserved approval and acceptance by
students and youth groups.

15

500

schools

students

15

10

intensive training

youth groups

8

50

Cultural seminars

Variety Events monthly

15

50

hosting pivotal
characters

legal seminars

Achievements of the project:
1- We were able to raise the legal awareness of a large number of students
through discussion seminars.
2- Introducing Jerusalem students in the facilities of Al-Quds University and
building a direct relationship between students and facilities.

10
School competitions
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” Burj Al-luqluq Kindergarten “Project
The kindergarten adopts a strategy based on child
development from a comprehensive perspective as
a hub for development education through a staff of
qualified teachers and administrators to support
children in all areas of cognitive, emotional and social
knowledge through planning to ensure a balance
of different types of activities and to offer children
basic experience in Arabic and English, mathematics,
art, motion, music, and imagination, It allows children
to learn through play and interaction.

6

65

Periodic educational
events

Child

Achievements of the project
1- In 2019, the kindergarten was able to graduate the eighteenth regiment.
2- Increasing the number of children to 65.
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School sports development project in the city of
Jerusalem
The project offers to activate extracurricular
activities at schools through the work of school
clubs that work after school hours, its goal is to
activate school teams and sponsor all sports and
extracurricular competitions for schools, and create
special teams for schools who are mathematically
and academically qualified. Infographics

27

13700

teachers in arbitration
and training

students in various
sports skills

53
schools equipped
with sports tools and
uniforms

Achievements of the project:
1- Build a sports training manual for teachers of sports education.
2- Provide the necessary sports tools for training sports and suitable athletic
uniforms for age groups.
3-Train teachers of sports education to organize and control sports competitions
of the directorate.
4- Organize school championships at the provincial level and participate in
championships at the national level.
5- Developing the teachers of sports education by providing a set of sports
training for teachers.
6- Out-of-school multi-sport clubs for target school students.
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EU-funded Cultural Exchange
Project (Youth Pass project)

An annual cultural exchange to participate in the
International Girls Day. Every year, the association,
in coordination with the European Union and some
partners, sends a group of girls who benefit from the
centers projects to participate in the global event,
which is attended by girls from all over the world.
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‘’ Al Burj First Aid ‘’ Project
Al-Aqsa emergency crews continue in providing
services to people in Jerusalem, especially those
living in the Bab Huttah neighborhood and nearby
neighborhoods, or visitors to the Al-Aqsa Mosque
throughout the year, especially during emergency
and difficult times. They also organize courses and
awareness events throughout the year to maintain
public awareness about first aid and with times of
danger and disasters.
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Burj Al-Luqluq
Initiatives 2019
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Our Fingerprint Initiative

The Story of Dar Sidi initiative

A diverse classroom resource room designed to break
the routine daily educational environment, it has
many teaching and entertainment media at the same
time.

The initiative aims to preserve the Palestinian cultural
heritage and promote identity and community
participation through field visits to residents of the
Old City. It also aims to document these visits and talk
with families and elderly people to deepen the sense
of identity to this city and history.

Walls can talk Initiative

Our school needs us initiative

The goal is to exploit the schools silent walls and turn
them into useful paintings, in addition to encouraging
the motivational and competitive dimension among
school students.

The goal is to provide the basic needs of the school,
which could not have been met due to the scarcity of
possibilities, such as maintaining some school desks
and putting some instruction and expressive boards in
the classrooms.

My future is in my hands
initiative

The Talent Closet Initiative

An initiative that encourages and supports student
career orientation, and seeks to provide students the
opportunity to identify their preferences and work to
strengthen them academically through field visits to
colleges and vocational schools, as well as seminars
and workshops.

It aims to encourage different students’ talents by
enhancing the spirit of challenge and competition by
participating in the morning radio program weekly.
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I read I change initiative

Green and Healthy initiative

The initiative aims to promote reading by allocating
a class in the school schedule, followed by cultural
competitions and book seminars.

An initiative aimed at exploiting the surface of
the school and turning it into a green park, and
encouraging students to take care of this park, which
has become an outlet and has changed from an
unexploited, undeveloped space into a green space.

My school is the most beautiful
initiative

I make myself initiative

An initiative that was able to create a modern
irrigation system in the school garden, in addition
to the mechanism of turning waste and waste into
fertilizer that feeds the soil.

It aims to work on encouraging the diverse handicrafts
of the students and encouraging them to the
importance of converting these hobbies into crafts
and manual work, it can turn into a job in the future,
apart from the importance of crafts and linking to
the national history and cultural heritage with its
treasures in this field.

Helal Silwan Initiative

Smart House Initiative at Al Fatah
Allajea Girls School A

This is done by Al-Bustan Association in Silwan where
several large crescents were suspended over some
buildings in the village.

Work has been done to establish a house in the
schoolyard win order for pupils to work during the
break and after the school, where some smart games
and educational tools have been set up.
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Our heritage initiative at Jabal
al-Mukabbir School

Helal Silwan Initiative

The initiative focused on presenting the Palestinian
heritage and reminding the community of it.

This is done by Al-Bustan Association in Silwan where
several large crescents were suspended over some
buildings in the village.

The Old City Obstacles Initiative,
Burj al-Laqlaq Youth Group

Jamalek fe Kalamak initiative at
Sheik Saad School

focused on the circulation of obstacles about the old
town and the online community.

The school›s students were trained to focus on the
proper style of speaking and the speech method
reflects the beauty inside.

In the early morning initiative

Our village`s marathon
Initiative

‘’still don`t know’’ volunteer group worked on an
evening of Ramadan that included some religious
songs with the singer Firas Alkazzaz and continued till
Suhoor.

The Life Makers Group worked on running a marathon
in the deserted villages and making a cultural tour in
these villages
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Burj Al-lulqluq
applications
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Virtual roaming in Jerusalem application:
A tourist electronic platform that tells the history of
Jerusalem from the Arab Palestinian perspective.
An electronic application that shows the historical
Palestinian novel about the historical sites and
archeological landmarks in the Old City of Jerusalem,
abbreviated and direct information about many of
the city›s landmarks is published in five international
languages. The landmarks have been identified by
historical Jerusalem›s monuments, Jerusalem›s gates,
walls, corners, and domes, in addition to the historic
buildings in the city.
The application includes four options in displaying
information, the first: displaying a list that includes
four Jerusalem tracks and historical sites that include
religious and historical sites and monuments, the second:
the station imaging service, and once photographed you
are given information about the landmark facing you, and
the third option: through which you can walk in the city
of Jerusalem Through the map and touring 360 pictures
of the city of Jerusalem, the user has the fourth and final
option, «Nearby Locations», to show everything that
surrounds you of important landmarks in Jerusalem.

https://apple.co/3cUTtjD

Hares Al Aqsa application:
- The game of Hares Al-Aqsa Mosque aims to convey
information about the Al-Aqsa Mosque and to enhance
its culture among all age groups and those interested
in its landmarks. Which is considered to be the central
cause for Muslims.
The project was implemented by Burj al-Laqal, with
the support of the Turkish Foundation ‘’Time to Read’’,
and the Smart Pal program. Hares Al-Aqsa game can be
uploaded via Android and iPhone.

8

30

160,000

project workers

landmarks of the
Al-Aqsa Mosque
were built

Game Load

Achievements of the project
Building most of the landmarks of Al-Aqsa Mosque in 3D.
Building a virtual roaming game in Al Aqsa Mosque.
Putting educational and cultural questions inside the game.

https://bit.ly/3hjSpco

https://goo.gl/NQnwvz

www.JerusalemVTours.com

https://goo.gl/f8WsEq

www.kanzalaqsa.com

Burj Allaqlaq mobile application
« Burj Al-Laqal Community Center « application keeps you informed of all the association`s news
and events, as well as the diverse photo gallery.
- You can communicate with us and find your way to us through maps, and the association›s
Working Hours.
- Learn about the association`s programs and projects.
- You can sign up to be friends with ‘’Burj Allaqlaq’’.
- Get acquainted with the schedule of various events and activities.
- You can watch the center`s videos and follow social networking sites.

https://apple.co/2YsfWiC

https://bit.ly/3dO89lT

www.JerusalemVTours.com
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+972 2 626 4863

B u r j al l u q l u q

info@burjalluqluq.org
Download Our APP

www.burjalluqluq.org

Burjalluqluq

